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INTRODUCTION 

Regarding today’s built environment an increasing rationalized planning of engineering structures like wide 
span roofs, high rise buildings or manifold bridges, whereat the individual boundary conditions are often ne-
glected, can be noticed. The results are seldom satisfying from a technical, aesthetical and social point of 
view (Fig. 1 right). For this, among other things, the engineers are responsible themselves. This is due to the fact 
that during the last decades civil and structural engineers have focused unilaterally on the rational-analytic 
aspect of their area of responsibility and have therefore lost sight of their real and original area of activity, 
which arises in a mixture of logical and empirical knowledge.  
 

  
Figure 1: Stravinsky-Fountain, Paris, France, 1982, Jean Tinguely, Nicki de Saint Phalle (left),  

ICE-Bridge near Stuttgart, Germany (right) 
 
This goes along with the usual separation of today’s architecture into an aesthetical-creative and a technical-
analytical part, the last one is synonymic to engineering. Thus engineering is associated predominantly with 
the qualities of rationality, computability, technocracy and reproducibility. It is representing the technical-
analytical side of architecture and acts as a kind of antipode to art as a unique, innovative, creative and 
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emotional activity. On the other hand, purposeless artistic creating counts today as an expression of personal-
ity and posture of the artist (Fig. 1a). While the purpose-directed engineer's science in contrast seems to fulfill 
apparently objective requirements, creativity is not connected at all with the analytical methods in engineer-
ing.  
Especially in today's bridge building this causes heavy consequences, for example when – seemingly only to 
satisfy emotional needs – aesthetic is added like decoration and – to increase the attention – pointless signa-
ture-bridges originate mostly without any constructive sense. This trend is intensified by the fact that increas-
ingly design competitions for bridges are written out as architect's competitions, and following thereby archi-
tectural and often ignoring thereby technical considerations. In public building this approach often results in 
inadequate solutions and enormous cost explosions due to lack of ingenious understanding of the alliance of 
form and force. 
This situation is not satisfying, neither for society – who wants to have technical, functional and aesthetical satis-
fying structures – nor for the engineers themselves, who are uprooted from part of their original way of working 
(Schlaich, 1986). The following will show the importance of creativity and creative working in engineering, and 
who this can be implemented in a new way of teaching using structural history.  

CREATIVITY IN THE CONTEXT OF ENGINEERING  

Importance of creativity 

As described in the introduction today’s situation in engineering is not satisfying. There seems to be no connec-
tion between the everyday engineering work and creativity. But both, engineering (or crafts) and art are 
rooted in the Greek word techné. Additionally techné is not only addressing to the result, usually an object. In-
stead it is also addressing the process of creative designing (Fig. 2). Thus it seems to be a promising approach 
to study, understand and improve the role of creativity in engineering. As the issue of creativity is materialized 
in existing buildings and infrastructure, studying their structural history means also to study the role of creativity 
in engineering.  
 

  
Figure 2: Examples for techné: Pottering (left) and Brancusis workshop (right) 

 
With creativity it should be possible to create a connection between the objective scientific approach and 
the individual perception. Both of them are essential prerequisites for finding new engineering solutions. New 
materials, new designing tools and globalization have a large impact on engineering and thus new solutions 
are increasingly necessary due to technical, cultural and political developments. But since the problems are 
growing by enforcing each other the solutions have to be integrative, too and thereby concerning all aspects 
of engineering and designing and not only adding them on. 

Art versus engineering - subject versus object 

The contrary between art and engineering and their respective relation to different, one another excluding 
fields of human activities developed during history. This expresses a problem which was pointed out over and 
over again since the beginning of modern times. As one of the first René Descartes described it as the 
body/sole-problem. Thereby the philosopher confronts the objective exterior world with a subjective soul. This 
had sustainable consequences on the development of engineering sciences. According to Descartes this ex-
terior world can be described by objective criteria like weight, size and time which are rationally ascertainable 
and measurable. Their legitimacies are based on the principle of causality; this means it is possible to clearly 
identify the cause and to make a secure predication into the future. The classical scientific view is based on 
these methods; thereby this approach is independent of subjective qualities like perception or human action.  
For a rapid development of (engineering) sciences these principles are essential. But with the focus on just 
one, apparently always valid (and reproducible) truth, science looses its human roots which are the searching 
and perceiving scientists. Thus natural phenomena become seemingly objective, in the sense of the separa-
tion of subject and object. Thereby it becomes easy to forget that the so-called objective sciences in their es-
sence are subjective results, too. Although, it appears in the development of the (engineering) sciences that 
the starting point of all (technical-) scientific work is cognition, which rests on logical-rational knowledge as 
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well as on subjective awareness and perception. This can be underlined by the famous and well known anec-
dote about the Archimedean principle, which led Archimedes of Syracuse to his famous proclamation Eureka!  
The strength of causality is the abdication of a holistic view, the concentration on the detail and the negation 
of the inexplicable: for many scientific developments this has been a decisive advantage. But it is disadvan-
tageous, that at the same time perception and human action as the root of all scientific and engineering ac-
tivities are negated. Not this approach in itself, but its exclusiveness has led to the methodical gap between 
quantity and quality, between mind and emotion and at last to the separation of art and engineering. Due to 
the huge number of facts, data, theories and hypotheses (engineering) science loses itself in detail and interre-
lations are not evident any more. But how can complex phenomena like innovation, creativity or the process 
of design be described?  

Creativity in the connection between objective and subjective rationality  

The aforementioned gap between art and engineering is a fundamental reason for the dilemma in structural 
engineering. Furthermore new materials, new designing tools and globalization have a large impact on engi-
neering and thus new solutions are increasingly necessary due to technical, cultural and political develop-
ments. As an essential prerequisite for finding new engineering solutions the way of working has to change. The 
future way of thinking needs to offer a connection between the objective scientific approach and the indi-
vidual perception. The following will show that creativity or creative designing have the potential to do so. First 
it will be described how human emotional-empirical action can be connected with the traditional rational, 
scientific based engineering work. Then, in the next step the process of creative designing will be sketched.  
To be able to explain creativity and design as two examples of complex human action, the model developed 
by Alfons Cortés is consulted (Fig. 3). This serves as a possible systematic basis to work with theoretically difficult 
complexes, like creativity or the process of design, and to anchor these in the curriculum of academic educa-
tion.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3: Diagram to explain the behavior of stock markets by Alfons Cortés 
 
Conceived by Cortés, this model originally was meant to explain the complex and sometimes very irrational 
behavior of stock markets. The proposed solution does not know subject and object respectively emotion and 
rationality as antipodes; but rather emotionality is understood as the essential component of every process of 
cognition. Cortés assumes every human action is emotional, whether it is rationally or irrationally motivated 
whereas the character of the irrational can not be described any further. In the words of Cortés these are 
„guerilla-like sporadic emerging actions“. The irrationality describes the not tangible and never explicable part 
of human actions; it might be genius or insanity. This „creative” force is not tangible for understanding the 
cognitive process.  
Very helpful indeed are the two aspects of rationality as defined by Cortés. The physical objective rationality 
faces the logical correlations of the phenomena and classical scientific knowledge. This is based on the valid-
ity of the principle of the unambiguous succession of cause and effect. Herein the results of all actions are not 
only assessable but also predictable. This aspect encloses knowledge and ability; however, it also corresponds 
to an approach „under the bell jar“. 
This aspect of rationality is complemented by the subjective rationality which faces all aspects of the human 
process of cognition, including the process of perception and creativity. This aspect of rationality is marked by 
individual sensibility and experiences. However, if for an innovation process „only” experiences undergone 
personally are used, real innovations are not possible, because individual experience is overestimated. Con-
sequently the usefulness of this aspect is depending on the self-assessment of the individual.  
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Taking together both aspects of rationality as shown by Cortés, knowledge and ability on one hand and the 
process-depending subjective experience on the other hand, allow a new insight and form the basis of inno-
vation and creativity. Thereby creativity is nothing less than the ability to create something that has not existed 
before. Consequently it is also the necessary precondition to find new solutions for engineering problems of 
today. Focusing on architecture these two rational aspects of emotionality lead to an interaction between the 
structure/building and the human being. In the end this enables everyone to deal with aesthetical aspects 
without reducing them to beauty and opinion (Bögle, 2004a). Although it is still valid, that creativity is bound to 
a person and hence, always, has also an individual – irrational and brilliant – part (Fig. 3) which cannot be 
taught, because it is not accessible with rational arguments.  
Nevertheless, there are basic principles to evolve creativity. These principles are accessible through the physi-
cal objective rationality as well as through the processual subjective rationality. And it is possible to implement 
them in single steps into teaching.  

A NEW CONCEPT FOR TEACHING 

Basic principles for teaching creativity  

Regarding the previous considerations it becomes obvious that for establishing conceptual design and the 
process of designing in structural engineering a radical paradigm shift is necessary: Creative working must be-
come again a self-evident aspect of the engineer's work, namely in education as well as in practice. For both 
an essential prerequisite will be the acceptance of conceptual design as an elementary part of engineering. 
Also a culture of discussion and criticism has to become part of engineering. Out of this, a new scientific ap-
proach of a design theory in structural engineering might be developed. 
Such a design theory in engineering has to focus on all structural aspects: the technical-analytical just as well 
as the aesthetical-creative (and the economical and ecological which are not discussed here). The theoreti-
cal discussion about the structure is centered on the relations of form, material and function, guided by the 
typical engineering principles of efficiency and economy. Additionally, the process of design with its typical 
characteristics must be looked at. At first there are the dependencies of the historical situation, the knowledge 
and skill as well as the personality of the designer. Furthermore involved are the characteristics of processes, 
their spontaneity, chaotic behavior and irreversibility (Briggs; Peat, 1995).  
The proposed new methodical approach in education will show how basic principles as prerequisites for crea-
tivity can be taught. This principles serve to awaken the own creativity of each human being, but of course, as 
creativity depends on human being, there is the very individual – irrational (see Fig. 3) – part which can never 
be taught, which is not accessible with rational arguments. To work out principles for creativity in engineering 
design the first, most evident step is to train perception and to study how perception is working. Based on this 
knowledge the second very helpful step is to look into history, where different design approaches arise. Thirdly 
engineers need to be capable of (constructive) criticism that means to criticize their own and other engineers 
work and to review it. And last but not least engineers should deal with the process of designing and with the 
prior gained knowledge they will be able to create own designs.  
Proclaiming these principles of creativity it is self-evident, that the so called hard facts (mathematics, mechan-
ics, physics, etc.) are an essential part of the basics of creativity. Only if engineers know for example to formu-
late and solve aerodynamic problems they are able to develop new solutions for slender towers or long-span 
bridges. But as these classical theoretical approaches are already positioned in the actual curriculum, they will 
not be further discussed here. Even if the actual curriculum has to change, these elements should never be 
neglected. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Conceptual and Structural Design; (Schlaich, 2006) 
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Look and Listen – Training of Perception 

Perception is the prerequisite to meet the context of a structure and to perceive the structure itself. It is based 
on human experience and depending on knowledge, abilities and the point of view (Fig. 5). The context of the 
structure is build by its social, cultural and topological environment. The structure itself can be described by its 
appearance, material, form and dimensions. It is essential, that perception should not be reduced to the visual 
aspect; instead it has to meet all senses. Like designing, perception has process-related features - perception 
appears to be chaotic, complex and non-linear. But just these characteristics enable a flash of intuition: well 
known facts will be joined by spontaneous and novel ones. In education perception has to be experienced 
(Fig. 6): students have to be trained in studying real structures and they have to learn about different structural 
approaches. Therefore excursions have to be an essential element in teaching.  
Interesting is again the view into the linguistic Greek roots of perception which goes back to aisthetos as well 
as to aistheticos. While aisthetos addresses the object which is perceivable, aistheticos is focusing on the sub-
ject, which is able to perceive. Thus aesthetics or perception describes a process between man and object. 
This underlines that perception as well as aesthetics can not be characterized only by form, because reducing 
aesthetics to visual beauty which happens usually, also means reducing the process between man and object 
to just one sense [1]. 

 

  
Figure 5: Children exploring perception at the Cloud Gate, Millennium Park Chicago, USA, 2006 (left),  

Jürg Conzett in conversation with students from the TU Berlin, 2005 (right) 

Discover and Research– Structural History  

By studying and understanding the history of structural engineering and the development of design ap-
proaches a new way of teaching is sought that encourages young structural engineers to search for innova-
tive and creative structural solutions for unique situations and gives them the skills to reach these objectives. 
Historic structures mirror the abilities of the building society, the skills and knowledge of their people. At their 
time, they show new solutions for new questions (Billington, 1985). Consequently, studying historic structures, 
meaning studying their dependencies on technology, functionality and aesthetic can build the basics of a 
methodology for creative designing. Thereby studying the history of structures has to include the social and 
political situation of the building society, the personality of the designer and the development of science in 
general and the development of engineering science in particular (Bögle, 2004b). 

Discuss and Criticize – Culture of Critic  

Due to the fact that both, designing and perception are depending on conflicting, non-linear processes this 
demands for evaluation, including the ability to criticize. While practicing constructive criticism engineers re-
view and discuss their own decisions. When they learn to look at their own work and that of others from differ-
ent points of view, this will allow them to perceive as many aspects and boundary conditions to be reflected 
as possible and lastly to find their own opinion / point of view.  
During this process they might return to the beginning, meaning their first opinion might be revivified. But now 
their position is filled with much more background and it includes more and different aspects. The judgment 
becomes more justified and transparent. Also it enables engineers not only to focus on one engineering ap-
proach of designing [5]. The most obvious engineering approach is form follows force, but it is not the only 
one. So if engineering deals with designing, quite often it ends at the statement of form follows force, but this 
neglects many more possible solutions, as innovative answers for the actual engineering questions. 

Design and Withdraw – Process of Designing 

The aim of a design process in engineering is to create a structural form. Therefore the human mind forms ab-
stract and concrete ideas which move, deform and change within a generating process based on the theory 
of self-organization (Briggs; Peat, 1995) . Designing happens in the polar areas of social convention and physio-
logical relations, of experience and action, of intuition and knowledge. Here human experience is linked with 
the inner human make-up (Bögle, 2004a). Ideas are sketched and rejected again. Going beyond the stan-
dard approaches creates variety. But closure is necessary to formulate the ideas and permit action. Therefore, 
a process of selecting occurs parallel to the design process. The past – such as intuitive experience – is inter-
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twined with present knowledge. Thus irrational and subconscious relations are linked with rational and logical 
dependencies. Consequently it is impossible to determine the basis and the result of the designing process. For 
the design process this has the consequence of uncertainty and risk, and the usual academic curriculum does 
not prepare engineering students with the abilities to deal with such processes. Therefore design projects have 
to be an essential part of the education as well as the elements of designing like sketching, dealing with the 
design process and with the elements of design (Fig. 6). 
When the focus of designing is directed to a constructive task, the internal dialectic of the design process is re-
vealed. Here the typical aspects of the design process face the requirements imposed by the planning se-
quence: Although the chaotic, complex and conflicting design process thrives on spontaneous ideas, an or-
derly planning sequence demands linearity and unambiguity to ensure an efficient performance. This 
dialectic cannot be rescinded, on the contrary the methodical approach of morphology may lead to its ac-
ceptance. Thus a process of selection and evaluation occurs parallel to the formation of an idea. In the lan-
guage of the theory of self-organization this corresponds to the processes of opening and closing. And vice 
versa it shows how the process of evaluation interlinks designing with materializing. 
 

  
Figure 6: Design Projects, Institute for Conceptual and Structural Design, TU Berlin, 2006 

TEACHING STRUCTURAL HISTORY  

Aim  

Structural history in the context of this paper serves as an essential key to enhance creativity and last but not 
least to enlarge the quality of our build environment. Focusing on the whole development of structures, start-
ing with the first simple building activities, also the actual developments in structural engineering should be 
made an issue.  
Firstly the clearest and self-evident advantage of structural history is that in history the boundary conditions of 
conceptual design, focusing on the dependencies of form, structure, material and construction become ob-
vious. Depending on time, knowledge and possibilities of the building society only specific structural solutions 
can arise. Vice versa historic structures become only readable if these boundary conditions will be studied. 
Therewith a deep understanding of the different, complex and time depending boundary conditions arises. It 
becomes obvious that at a different time, in a different situation and with different people the resulting struc-
tures are different too. This enables one aim of studying and teaching structural history: the transfer of the 
knowledge about the uniqueness and time dependency of boundary conditions into the actual discussion 
about the design of engineering structures.  
For example at the time of building the Pantheon it was the spiritual wish to create a space, covered by a 
hemisphere; it was even possible to inscribe a whole sphere into this building. But from the outside this ideal 
form and its spiritual perfection is not visual. This is an example for form determination; here the designer and 
builders had the wish to realize a specific form, but they had only stone and mortar for realization. Their mate-
rial properties determine a specific structural performance and it is not possible to build with just these materi-
als a structural hemisphere. To achieve a hemisphere in the interior, a statically plane shell with increasing 
thickness was realized; the visual hemispherical form is not the statically form (Fig. 7).  
This example enables us to realize, that not everything was buildable; in history the boundary condition of what 
was possible were quite strict. However, structural history shows us, how compromises were made; the knowl-
edge and the values of the building society determine how the interdependency of form and structure is ex-
pressed.  
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Figure 7: Pantheon, Rome, 118-125, cross section (left) (Heinle; Schlaich, 1996) and outside view (right) 

 
Going on in history and focusing on the relation between structure and form further developments become 
obvious: The advancing sociopolitical enlightenment and the progress in science and technology obscured 
the unambiguous relation between form and structure. This creates the freedom to prefer certain aspects. 
Similar to the separation of art and technology the trends towards form-setting and form-finding emerge. 
Form-setting focuses on form as an expression of the human desire to design – this was applied expressively in 
the case of the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao. Form-finding focuses on form as an efficient technological ob-
ject; a leading example is the Olympic roof in Munich. These short examples serve to show the relation be-
tween form, structure, material and function (Fig. 8).  
But structural history can even go a step further; it also shows the passion and the intension of the people be-
hind the designs. Particularly if a new technology or material got up the designers and builders explored with 
courage and creativity the borders of the limits. All major developments in structural engineering can serve as 
examples for this. If we accept the personal influence of the designer on the development of a structure it is 
most logical also to realize the cultural influence. This is also one of the reasons for different design ap-
proaches, visible in different structural styles or in different calculation and dimensioning approaches. For ex-
ample the development of concert shells starting after the 1920th in Germany lead to mathematical-
analytical forms, in Italy we can study an historical and artistic approach and in Spain the new structural forms 
were rooted in the artisan building tradition (Billington, 1985).  
Structural history is studying the different boundary conditions, the multiple relations of form and structure and 
the manifold connections to personality and culture. Thus the elements and role of creativity becomes obvi-
ous.   
 

   
Figure 8: Pantheon, Rome, 118-125 (left), Olympic Roof, Munich, Germany, 1972 (middle),  

Guggenheim Museum Bilbao, Spain, 1997 (right) 

Implementation into the academic curriculum  

Structural history encourages young structural engineers to search for innovative, unique and creative struc-
tural solutions for unique situations. The curriculum should change to give space for these topics. Preferably at 
the beginning of the academic education a course about the principles of structures in combination with the 
development of structures should be placed. This course has to guide the students in perceiving the structures 
and their boundary conditions (see “Look and Listen”). Students should study specific structures, write an essay 
and present the results, for example by creating an exhibition. Excursions also are an essential element to learn 
about and from historic structures. And last but not least students can explore the relation between form and 
structural behavior by building models from existing historic structures. (Billington, pers. comm.) 
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Figure 9: Students of the TU Berlin exploring structural history: Zarzuela Hippodrome, Madrid, Spain, 1935 

CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of this paper is to reach a heightened awareness of structural history as an important element of 
engineering education and engineering practice. While structural history enhances creativity last but not least 
the whole quality of the build environment increases.  
At the beginning it has been outlined that the border between art and engineering is purely artificial and 
should be overcome. Moreover, art end engineering emanate from the same source, respectively they are 
connected as was pointed out by a discussion of the Greek word techné. By accepting this interdependency 
of rational and emotional arguments engineers can satisfy their responsibility towards the built environment 
and the society by creating a technological, aesthetical, ecological and social satisfying milieu. Studying 
structural history these dependencies become evident.  
One possible and essential way to reach this goal is through a new concept in teaching. This new concept fo-
cuses on creativity. With a creative approach the engineering task is treated in a holistic manor, thus being 
based on conceptual and structural design. In addition to the classical scientific approach this paper pro-
poses four principles to support teaching creative designing. Firstly– as a prerequisite - they need to know 
about the characteristic of the process of perception. Secondly, engineers should study the history of struc-
tures. Thirdly, engineers need to be enabled to critical discuss their own and others structural solutions and 
fourthly they need to learn the tools and how to deal with the process of designing.  
Furthermore this paper points out on which aspects of structural history has to be focused on and why: With the 
knowledge of the boundary conditions, the dependencies between form and structure and the influence of 
the designers personality young engineers are enabled to gain their own holistic approach in their designs. 
Structural history enfolds engineer’s creativity; this enables new, innovative engineering solutions for actual en-
gineering challenges.  
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